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OPTIMA INDUSTRY PARTNER PROJECTS 2022 

(https://optima.org.au/research/#projects) 

Advanced Manufacturing 

 

Aircraft design optimisation 

The design of new aircraft involves comprehensive testing 
of stability and control performance across a range of test conditions defining a flight 
envelope and then identifying the design properties that maximise performance. Ensuring 
that this testing has been comprehensive is critical to securing trust in the final product. This 
is primarily a black-box optimisation problem that requires the integration of multi-fidelity 
data sources with differing levels of uncertainty. This project aims to advance techniques 
suitable for exploring complex experimental design spaces, using sample data to reduce 
uncertainty in surrogate models while optimising performance in an uncertain environment. 
OPTIMA CIs: Professor Kate Smith-Miles 
OPTIMA Research Fellow: Andrés Muñoz 
PhD student: Nico Thio 

Energy 

 
 

Optimisation of production by “selected turbine de-rating”  

On large wind farms, turbines must contend with the wake effects 
encountered in positions downwind of other turbines. At most wind 

farms, each generator is controlled individually using a “greedy” algorithm where each tries 
to maximise its own generation. A whole-of-farm approach to maximising power production 
is not considered. The decreasing cost of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modelling 
presents a significant opportunity to integrate simulation and optimisation, connecting CFD 
expertise in the industry with optimisation experts from academia to design optimal 
strategies. Furthermore, black-box optimisation techniques could be applied to perform 
systematic real-world exploration of the solution space to fine-tune plant behaviour. Such 
approaches would be world-leading and applicable to a range of wind farms with a 
significant remaining operational lifetime. 
OPTIMA CIs: Professor Kate Smith-Miles 
OPTIMA Research Fellow: Andrés Muñoz 
PhD Student: Nadhir Hassen 
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Financial, Retail and Insurance Services 

 

 

Optimising multi-item retail inventories using Artificial 
Intelligence 

The development of new advanced inventory planning systems will assist in the optimal 
functioning of product ordering, distribution and store replenishment processes in retail 
supply chains. Current objectives include streamlining the incorporation of new products, 
planning for promotions, and recognising emerging trends in order that sufficient stock can 
be obtained in a timely manner. Commercially available inventory systems are not able to 
adequately address these latter concerns; in particular, they do not adequately integrate 
forecasts with optimisation and require forecasted demand to be set manually. These 
systems currently do not take full advantage of the wealth of sales and operational data held 
by the company. This project will develop new model-based systems incorporating noisy 
product and operational data to optimise its operations management. 
OPTIMA CIs: Professor Peter Stuckey 
Associates: Dr John Betts 
PhD Student: Zahara Namazian 
 

Infrastructure 

 
 

Large scale optimisation of the numbers and locations of 
meters and monitoring devices, including modelling the 

multiple objectives of system deployment cost and resolution of data collected, is required 
for effective system design and operation. 
OPTIMA CIs: Assoc. Professor Guido Tack 
Associates: Dr Mario Boley 
PhD candidate: accepting applications 
 

 

Predict-and-Optimise through Time at Water 
Recycling Treatment Plants 

OPTIMA CIs: Professor Kate Smith-Miles 
Associates: Professor James Bailey 
PhD candidate: VincentBarbosa Vaz 
 

https://optima.org.au/work-at-optima/
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Multi-objective optimisation of environmental 
outcomes in urban water systems 

This project forms part of a broader research program with 
The University of Melbourne and Melbourne Water that 

aims to test advances in real-time control technology (RTC) to control a network of small- 
and large-scale rainwater and stormwater storage. The aim is to simultaneously deliver water 
supply, flood protection, and delivery of flow regimes into waterways that match the 
ecological requirements of important aquatic species, such as the platypus. 
OPTIMA CIs: Professor Kate Smith-Miles 
Associates: Professor Tim Fletcher, Dr Mathew Burns 
PhD Candidate: Shiraz (Yi) Zhen 

 
 

Project details to be confirmed 
OPTIMA CIs: Mark Wallace 
Associates: Ariel Liebman 

PhD Candidate: to be advertised 

 

Projects in discussion 

Australian Bureau of Statistics 
OPTIMA CIs: Professor Kate Smith-Miles 
Associates: tbc 
PhD Candidate: none 

Probe Group 
OPTIMA CIs: Peter Taylor, Mark Fackrell 
PhD Candidate: hritika gupta 

AGL Energy Limited (Project two) 
OPTIMA CIs: Professor Kate Smith-Miles 
Associates: tbc 
PhD Candidate: already assigned 
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